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IG INDEX: Financial: Site Structure Diagram (graphical view)
Please see site anatomy for a breakdown of the terms 'handbook', 'application', etc.

HOME

About Spread Betting

Key Advantages

How Our Bets Work

Live Prices Time Delayed prices (15 mins) - expanded
version of data available on front page...

"HANDBOOK" content

Client Login

"APPLICATION" content

Open an Account

If client has read and understood
terms and conditions. Proceed to
online form, with hard copy sent 
in the post.

Online form

Confirmation

"CORPORATE INFO" content

Other IG Services

IG Financial

IG Sport

Index Direct

IG Shares

note: recommend that 
a brief precis of the services
and target market is provided 
along with these (text rollover)

Contact
recommended: a form which
incorporates a website feedback 
mechanism as well as filters to
ensure that messages are directed
towards relevant offices.

NOTES:
Site navigation will break down into:
1. Primary Navigation - global
2. Secondary Navigation - by area
3. Tertiary Navigation - Hyperlinks within content
4. Cross Promotion / External Links

"Home"

Cross Promotion / Banner (e.g. Refer-a-friend)

ABOUT SPREAD BETTING

THE DEALING GUIDE

ADMINISTRATION

OPEN AN ACCOUNT

[ CONTACT ]

DEALING SOFTWARE DEMO
=> DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE

WHAT'S NEW?       [NEWS HEADLINES]
Forward Currencies Spreads Reduced [more]
Spot Currency Spreads Slashed [more]
IG Expands Equities and Futures Coverage to Asia [more]
Weekly Shares: new Shares bets for the Small Trader

[ OTHER IG SERVICES ]

LIVE PRICE MATRIX
show prices updating 
by the minute

[HOME]

IG BRANDING

 [ OPEN AN ACCOUNT ]

RISK DISCLAIMER:  terms and conditions, notes, legal disclaimers....

"CORPORATE INFO" content

"CROSS PROMOTION" content

"HANDBOOK" content
"APPLICATION" content

"APPLICATION" content

"CORPORATE INFO" content

ABOUT INDEX / SITE INTRO

? ?

?

?

?

?

?
context

sensitive
help

Risk Management

Betting on Shares

i

i

i

FAQ's

Provide clear indication that the following
represent different markets within across 
which to place bets. All information will
be provided in PDF format, and 'examples'
will be in the form of interactive calculators. 

The Dealing Guide
?

What's New?
Forward Currencies Spreads Reduced [more]
Spot Currency Spreads Slashed [more]
IG Expands Equities and Futures Coverage to Asia [more]
Weekly Shares: new Shares bets for the Small Trader

link to email: 
ask a question

Client Area Demo
? Client area Demo - linked from front page:

flash based demo: see separate map for 
detailed view.

[login window]

Enter Surname, username 
and password

Live Dealing
 - application interface

Live Prices 
- my prices 
- other prices

My Account 
 - open positions
 - working orders

Information 
 -  indexes and exchanges
 - news headlines

IG Dealing Interface

Contact mechanism to
report problems with
system, context sensitive
help available.

?
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Interest Rates
 - Introduction
 - Short Term
 - Long Term
 - Information Table
 - Notes

Commodities
 - Introduction
 - Examples
 - Introduction
 - Notes
 - LME Ring Times

Options
 - Introduction
 - Examples
 - Information Table
 - Notes

General Information
 - introduction
 - dealing
 - risk control
 - credit and margin

Stock Indices
 - introduction
 - Examples 
 - Information Table
 - Notes

Individual Shares
 - Introduction
 - Examples
 - US and European
 - Options
 - Notes

Currencies
 - Introduction
 - Examples
 - Information Table
 - Notes

[DOCUMENTATION]

Risk Disclosure
Customer Agreement

i Interactive Calculator
? Context Sensitive Help

Database feed - data from SQL
Data Collection - to contacts / prospects DB

SYMBOL KEY

Print friendly - PDF version provided

i

SYMBOL KEY

Muze link Data Collection

Broadcast crossover

Audio/Video content

Community Area

Casual Browser

Music Afficionado / Wannabe Songwriter

Title Information: Song Name, Artist, 
proposed by [listener's name]

Basic Content: Title, Genre, Composer, Album, 
Year of Release, Highest chart position. (text based)
Intro to Song (text), Song (AV), Artist/Composer Interview
Recommendations (editorialised or community driven)

Radio 2 view (A/V)
Listener's Views

Cross links to Muze

Cross links to Genres/Music
Cross links to Muze

Cross links to Radio 2 personalities /
show pages / biogs

cross links to Community/
	discussion boards Historical Context 

(text & AV montages)
Trivia / quizzes /  etc

TBD following 
Learning Outcomes

Song workshops / 
deeper learning 
about 
songwriting,
etc.

Cross links to /music & /aboutmusic/ 
(esp music memories)

MUSIC LEARNING GOALS

appreciation
 - enjoy music more
 - listen to new music
 - to understand music and lyrics more
 - compare and contrast songs from different periods

knowledge
 - find out about new artists/songs
 - to understand musical (as opposed to cultural) differences between       
   different genres)
 - influences that shaped my favourite songs 
   (does this go into appreciation?)
 - find answers to specific song related questions 
   (drive this through quizzes where the answers are somewhere 
   on the site or in the database?)

communication and creative living (i think these are different goals)
 - communicate effectively online
 - connect with other music fans
 - to be able to talk knowledgably about music
 - increase cultural confidence
 - to appreciate the ability of music to enrich emotional life

songwriting skills
- develop specific songwriting skills 
 - find out how to apply these skills on a practical basis 
 - build a base for further exploration and study (through links and 
information about web resources and realtime study opportunities)

 - develop specific songwriting skills 
 - find out how to apply these skills on a practical basis 
 - build a base for further exploration and study (through links and 
information about web resources and realtime study opportunities)
 - learn about music within a peer group

 - listen to new music
 - find out about new artists/songs
 - find answers to questions
 - connect with other users

 - widen appreciation of a specific song
 - understand influences of a specific song
 - connect with a community of listeners

 - understand cultural differences between songs
 - interact with the SoS site
 - connect with other music fans

 - understand musical differences between different genres
 - understand music and lyrics more
 - compare and contrast songs from different periods
 - talk knowledgably about music

Cover Versions

OnlineBroadcast / Events

emotion

intellect

creativity

Cross links to OneMusic / other in-depth 
BBC music/learning projects

Cross links to 'where I live' information 
about local workshops/ courses etc.

On Air plugs for 'Song of the Week'
(mainstream shows)

Interviews with Artists /Composers
Jonathan Ross / Steve Wright

Radio 2 presenters talk about songs, 
phone-in's from listeners, video nation, etc.

Documentaries/ 
Sounds of The Sixties/Seventies

Radio 2 in the City/
Live Events/

etc

} dan likes music, but 
doesn't think of 
himself as a 'muso'

} moyra is passionate
about music and
wants to be famous!


